Hello Street Artists,

We are happy to provide you with example signage and clarification for compliance with the new general criteria.

The criteria requires:

“4. All artwork larger than 2” (inches) x 2” (inches) must be signed and/or marked with initials or logo in a permanent manner. Artwork smaller than 2"x2" should be signed, initialed or marked with logo if feasible. If not feasible then (a) artwork should be accompanied by an attached label with the artist's name, initials or logo or (b) artist should have in view artist-generated signage no smaller than 8" x 4" or display program generated signage. Signage must indicate the artist's name, initials or logo and the handmade nature of the art being displayed. Artists may contact the Street Artists Program to view and/or obtain a signage template.”


I have attached three documents and included links to editable online documents below. Two are very basic sign templates that you may use. One is the smallest size allowed 4”x8” while the other prints to regular 8.5”x11” sized paper. The third includes many images of example labels. In an attempt to clarify the language above we are asking that:

OPTION ONE: Sign ALL your items that are larger than two inches IF POSSIBLE. We recognize that this may be difficult for artists with large volumes of crafts already produced. If you are unable to mark the items directly, we ask that you move to option two OR three.

OPTION TWO: Have a card or label accompany the item. This may be attached with string or otherwise, or may be a business card that you give to your buyer once they have completed a purchase.

OR

OPTION THREE: Have a sign no smaller than 4”x8” stating your name and the nature of your handmade craft.

This means you are in compliance with ONLY a sign. However, the goal of the criteria is that the public understand your items are quality handmade crafts that are locally produced. Both labels and a sign are optimal, but having only a sign is still within the criteria guidelines.

For online editable documents please see the links below:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nogAHw-k2tGt6FlVZSkd18XVdTNqHligs5bHPiKk3U/edit?usp=sharing – 8.5”x11”
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IRpW53fGSL9_FM6zXPqkCB-drRkGAOp7uxbaf_0 – 4”x8”
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